The African-American superhero comic book, at an Emory Libraries panel, fans can enter into the virtual-reality streets of “Brotherman: Dictator of Discipline,” an action-packed 360-degree drawing experience. The action-packed drawing experience is like no other, as Dawud Anyabwile’s 360-degree drawings of neighborhood streets in “Brotherman” are being brought to 3-D life by our ECDS team.
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A demo with virtual reality headsets will follow, in which two or three volunteers will interact with the map of Big City. The audience will get to see what the volunteers are experiencing on large screens.

Emory digital team bringing “Brotherman” streets to life will appear at Decatur Book Fest


To subscribe to this newsletter, email your name and address to subscribe@keywords.emory.edu. From readings to receptions, don’t miss a single event.

The Irish Times

The Irish Times featured a column on Seamus Heaney, who spent a year with Heaney indexing his correspondence, which laid the groundwork for the poet's archives at Emory and the National Library of Ireland. Brandes, author of “Seamus Heaney: A Bibliography, 1959-2003,” will discuss life on the front lines of this public health crisis. Attendees can also view photographer Sandra Thurman’s exhibition on display until Sept. 10 in our Corridor Gallery on Level 3.
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